Metamaterials that are engineered media characterized by electromagnetic constitutive parameters with anomalous values may show counterintuitive properties in their interactions with electromagnetic waves. Here, we review some of the properties and potential applications we have recently presented in the technical literature: properties and applications in which plasmonic materials and metamnaterials may be utilized to overcome some conventional physical limits. Resonances arising in electrically small regions of interface where these materials are paired with common materials are shown to be potentially attractive for this purpose in some electromagnetic problems, for instance, in guiding and radiating structures. The anomalous refractive properties at such "complementary" interfaces and the negative values of polarizability attainable in such materials are also shown to offer potentials for several applications.
Introduction
N atural plasmonic materials (noble metals and some dielectrics), the electric resonances in the microscopic molecular domain of which induce an overall negative electric permittivity for the bulk medium at optical frequencies, are known to show an interesting and anomalous electromagnetic response in the visible regime [1] . In a similar way, by mimicking the molecular functions that cause these anomalous resonances, but scaled at lower frequencies, metamnaterials with nonstandard values of their constitutive parameters have recently been conceptually proposed and synthesized by properly embedding suitably shaped inclusions in a given host material [2] . Nowadays, advances in simulation and fabrication technologies allow a rather broad flexibility in the design of these metamaterials and, hence, their electromagnetic responses. The potential ability to engineer the electromagnetic responses of materials for a wide variety of applications has stimulated significant interest in metamaterials. Interestingly 'This is an updated version of A. Ala, N. Engheta enough, the recent advances in nanotechnology and molecular bioengineering are leading researchers to speculate about the possibility of bringing these metamaterial concepts back to the visible frequencies, and about the proper design of artificial molecular shapes to achieve artificial optical metamaterials, in order to tailor their electromagnetic properties at infrared and visible frequencies.
If we assume that the material response is isotropic -at least for a given polarization of the fields and in a specific range of frequencies -and that the magneto-electric coupling is negligible, the time-harmonic Maxwell's equations (with an e'" time dependence), in the absence of impressed sources, are locally written as V x E = -jomp H,
V xH =j]meE,
where c, u respectively represent the local electric permittivity and magnetic permeability, and are complex quantities when losses are taken into account. From their electromagnetic wave interactions, most of the materials in nature are characterized by these two quantities yielding values compatible with the constraints Re[v]Žeco, Re[pu]Žpo, lm [6- ]<O, In[,u]<0, which imply the passive nature of the material and an index of refraction greater than or equal to the free-space value. In principle, however, at a given frequency, the real parts of the permittivity and permeability of a passive material may yield any real value, provided a suitable temporal dispersion satisfies the constraints dictated by causality (i.e., the Kramers-Krdnig relations [3] ). Materials with the simple constitutive relations described by Equation (1) may be categorized according to the diagram of Figure 1 : if both the permittivity and permeability have positive real parts, as most of the materials in nature do, they may be called "double-positive (DPS)" media, whereas if both of these quantities are negative, as in the third quadrant of Figure 1 , the corresponding materials may be called "double-negative (DNG)" [4] . Owing to their anomalous wave refraction, such materials have been the subject of great interest in the engineering and physics communities, particularly since their experimental realization by the UCSD group in 2000 [2] . Media with a negative real part of the permittivity, but a positive permeability, are located in the second quadrant, and are named " Enegative (ENG)." They include plasma and plasmonic materials (noble metals and some polar dielectrics) below their plasma frequencies. Applications of plasmas and other forms of c -negative materials in several different fields have been studied for decades. Recently, due to the development in nanotechnologies, there has been a renewed interest in the plasmonic resonances associated with sub-wavelength particles and interfaces. In the fourth quadrant, we have the p -negative (MNG) materials, which may be realized with ferromagnetic materials or synthesized with suitable inclusions in a host material [5] . The artificially-realized p -negative materials are essential, basic constituents in the construction of double-negative materials. In analogy with double-negative materials, _--negative and u -negative materials may be collectively named "single-negative (SNG)" media. Near the two axes of Figure 1 , where the real part of one of the constitutive parameters is near zero, the materials may be termed c -near-zero (ENZ) and unear-zero (MNZ) materials, depending on the constitutive parameter that yields anomalous values. Materials with both constitutive parameters equal to zero, which fall at the origin of Figure 1 , have been termed zero-index materials [6] . We note that the realization of single-negative materials may be relatively easier than that of double-negative materials, and therefore particular efforts are recently being aimed at exploring how some of the exciting phenomena and applications predicted and studied in double-negative materials can be transferred into single-negative media.
As underlined above, low or negative values of the effective constitutive parameters may be properly tailored at specific frequencies, but they are associated with dispersive media [7] . In passive materials, the frequency dispersion must also obey some specific constraints that are related to the causality and energy relations. In particular, in the low-loss scenario, even though 6, p may be both negative quantities, their frequency behavior should satisfy the conditions:
This implies that the total electromagnetic energy in the material must be positive. In the following, we review some of the potential applications of metamaterials, recently proposed and reported in the literature. Our analysis of these different problems takes into account the possible dispersion and loss characteristics of the 24 metamaterials; the associated detrimental effects are reduced by properly choosing the operating frequencies in regions in which their influence may be less drastic.
Applications of Negative Materials

Sub-Wavelength Cavities, Resonators, and Waveguides
The double-positive and double-negative materials support monochromatic plane wave propagation in the form e~o-z since their wave vector, k = ,is a real number in the limit of no losses. In particular, the wave vector and Poynting vectors are parallel in a double-positive material, whereas in a doublenegative material they are oppositely directed, implying backwardwave phase propagation and negative phase velocity for a wave carrying power in the positive direction. The E -negative and pnegative materials, on the other hand, are opaque to radiation, since they support only evanescent waves, i.e., k is imaginary. As was stated in [8] , when employed by themselves, even the most awkward negative materials do not show particularly appealing properties: "The unconventional electromagnetic characteristics of metamaterials are exhibited when these materials are paired with other materials with at least one oppositely-signed constitutive parameter" [8] . In fact, the anomalies in employing materials with negative constitutive parameters arise at the interface between two media with at least one pair of oppositely signed parameters. This can play a major role in the anomalous behavior of the combined structure. In fact, at the boundary between such media, the continuity of the tangential electric and magnetic field components implies where 0/O~n is the normal derivative with respect to the interface, and r and p are the permittivity and permeability in the two media. It is clear that when p, and P2, and/or E, and 9 2 have opposite signs, i.e., at the interface between 6 -negative, p -negative double-negative and/or double-positive materials, the derivatives of the tangential fields on both sides of this interface will have opposite signs. This peculiar "V-shaped" discontinuity in the derivative is a symptom of a concentrated resonant phenomenon at this "complementary" interface (similar to the current and voltage distributions at the junction between an inductor and a capacitor at the resonance of an L-C circuit).
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The possibility of designing thin, sub-wavelength cavity resonators and parallel-plate waveguides, in which a layer of double-negative, s6 -negative or p -negative material is paired with a double-positive layer, or in which 6 -negative and U -negative materials are paired together, has been suggested following these premises [9-12, 13]. This compact resonance, together with the phase-compensation typical of negative materials, in fact allows resonant modes in electrically thin parallel-plate structures containing such bi-layered fillings to be obtained. An example is pro- The geometry of an ultra-thin laser cavity for a double-positive/double-negative and an E -negative!-Pu -negative hi-layer. The source is sandwiched between two metamaterial slabs that are terminated with a PEC and a partially reflecting mirror (from [12] . @2006 Optical Society of America). Distance ( cut Figure 5a . The predicted anomalous tunneling through a complementarily-matched e -negative-p -negative hi-layer was confirmed with one-dimensional FDTD simulations: the electric-field distribution at two snapshots in time. vided in Figure 2 , where the electromagnetic fields in a sub-wavelength one-dimensional cavity, closed by perfect electric plates and filled with such a complementary bi-layer stratified along the z direction, are plotted. You can see the V-shaped distribution at the interface that allows a compensation for the electrically small lateral dimension of such a cavity.
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Similar structures can also support fast and slow TE and TM guided modes with no cutoff thickness (i.e., zero cutoff thickness) and that are therefore independent of their total size. This is in contrast to electrically large waveguides, which will only support one single propagating mode [10] . In the thin-waveguide limit, it is possible to show how -unlike the usual case -the dispersion relation for the supported modes does not depend on the total size of the waveguide, d = dl+ d 2 , but instead on the ratio of the two slab thicknesses, d, Id 2 . This property leads to the theoretical possibility of having waveguides supporting a resonant mode even when the total thickness becomes much less than the wavelength. The peculiar flow of energy in such waveguides consists of two antiparallel flows, one each in the two material slabs. This "incident" and "reflected" behavior happens in any standing-wave phenomenon where there is a discontinuity or an abruption. However, in this peculiar situation, the "incident" and "reflected" power belong to the same forward or backward mode, while flowing in distinctly different regions of space. Further details regarding this counterintuitive phenomenon are given in [13] .
This sub-wavelength resonator concept has been used to advance the concept of an ultra-thin laser cavity [12] . The basic geometry is shown in Figure 3a : a metamatenial slab bi-layer is terminated with a perfect electric conductor (PEG) and a partially reflecting mirror (e.g., Similar sub-wavelength resonant cavities and waveguides may also be envisioned ini cylindrical or spherical geometries, both
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as closed or open structures. The interface between complementary materials may also induce a compact resonance in these subwavelength two-dimensional or three-dimensional configurations [14, 15] . For instance, open waveguides based on surface-wave propagation along double-negative, e-negative, or p -negative planar slabs or cylindrical rods have been shown to support anomalous modes. A standard open dielectric waveguide may support a mode with zero cutoff, but its lateral field distribution is spread out in the space around the slab when the slab's section is too small. Consequently, the effective cross section of the guided mode easily becomes much larger than the lateral physical dimension of the slab. On the other hand, when a double-negative slab or rod is considered, highly concentrated guided modes that propagate in the material are still possible even for very thin doublenegative slabs. This leads to the possibility of building ultra-thin open waveguides, overcoming the standard diffraction limitation in energy transport and reducing the crosstalk between densely packed waveguides [15].
Anomalous Tunneling and Sub-Wavelength Focusing
While an isolated 6 -negative or p -negative material is opaque to any incident electromagnetic waves, pairing it with a complementary material (i.e., building an --negative/pU -negative pair) may lead to an anomalous tunneling effect and transparency, induced by the resonance arising at their interface [16] . It can be shown that a suitable choice of the material parameters produces a total tunneling of the interacting fields, i.e., a zero reflection from the pair, which occurs for both the incident propagating and evanescent waves. In this case, the bi-layer would displace a virtual image on the other side of the pair with the sub-wavelength detailed information of the image being mainly restored. In fact, inside such a pair, the typical exponential decay of the evanescent waves becomes an "exponential growth," justified by the multiple reflections that result from the resonant interface. This anomalous behavior clearly overcomes the intrinsic resolution limitations of any standard image displacer [ 16] . In Figure 4 , a schematic of the functionality of this flat bi-layer as an image displacer is depicted.
The anomalous tunneling behavior of these bi-layers has been studied in both the frequency and time domains [17] . For example, a Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) engine was used to simulate the initial transient response of the system and its convergence towards the steady-state conditions. The conjugatematched pair had the material parameters
with 27r/(Cid Ep )P -1.0 cm being the wavelength at the sinusoidal excitation frequency, fo -30 GHz. Figure 5a shows the electric-field distribution throughout the FDTD simulation region at two different, but close, snapshots in time, when steady-state had been achieved. The plots clearly show the predicted total tunneling, with the same phase at the entrance and the exit face of the bi-layer. Moreover, it is evident how at this point in time, the "growing-exponential" distribution was already present at the vnegative/pu -negative interface. This was consistent with the fact Figure 8b. The magnetic-field distribution for the lossless case of the infinitesimal dipole antenna in a resonant electricallysmall single-layer --negative shell as in Figure 8a . Figure 9 . The input impedance predicted by HFSS for a center-fed dipole enclosed in a glass-plasma-glass system, fed with a I W, 75 f0 source, assuming that the shell's permittivity is frequency independent and all of the layers are lossless. Figuryenha. nclosin ane infrrainitesia dipole antenna inr a rieso constant driving current. A plot of the radiated power ratio, assuming that the permittivity of the shell is described by a Drude model. Frequency I(MHz) Figure 10 . The radiated power ratio (RPR) of an electrically small dipole antenna driven with a fixed current and surrounded by an electrically small matched 6 -negative spherical shell, the permittivity of which is described by several designed dispersion models.
that the wave was evanescent in each of the slabs of the hi-layer, but its amplitude and phase was the same at the entrance and exit face. The time histories of the electric field at the entrance and exit faces of the bi-layer and at the c -negative/pu-negative interface are shown in Figure 5b . They demonstrated the fact that a large number of source periods are needed for the anomalous tunneling behavior to express itself and to reach its steady state.
Resonant Scattering Properties of Sub-Wavelength Objects
Electrically small objects generally show a weak scattering of any incident radiation, and the scattered fields are strongly dominated by the dipolar component. A peak in the scattering cross section of an object is in fact associated with a polariton resonance of its structure, similar to an open cavity at its resonance frequency. Usually such resonant modes can be excited in large objects, with sizes that are at least comparable with the wavelength, as occurs in any standard cavity. However, by exploiting the anomalous resonance induced by a proper pairing of positive and negative materials, it is also possible to overcome the weakscattering limits associated with the small-scatterer case [18], similar to what was described in the previous section.
Considering coaxial cylindrical shells or concentric coreshell spherical or elliptical systems of complementary materials, a resonant polariton mode may be induced independently of the total size of the object, but rather depending on the filling ratio. The intrinsic possibility of tailoring a large scattering width from electrically small objects is strictly related to the compact resonance that such complementary pairs exhibit. When the corresponding material polariton is at the resonance (caused by the interface resonance when sub-wavelength objects are considered), an anomalously strong scattering is expected from electrically small objects. This can be seen in Figure 6 , where different scattering-order coefficients cTM (as classically defined, see [18]) are plotted for an example of a double-positive! c -negative core-shell sub-wavelength sphere as functions of the filling ratio of the two materials. We note how for specific ratios, one of the scattering orders reaches its absolute maximum (which is when c~m = -1,1 at a polariton resonance), leading to a resonant total scattering cross section, which is given by the standard expression Ikolr n1=1
where ko = 27c/4 is the free-space wavenumber.
It is interesting to remark that in such sub-wavelength resonant systems, one may not only tailor the scattering cross section amplitude to values comparable to those of a much larger object at its resonance, but in principle one may also select the desired scattering pattern. While a small object generally scatters an azimuthally symmetric dipolar field, selected values of the filling ratio in these complementary core-shell systems may allow a different scattering order to dominate, with a more directive beam [ 18]. This may have interesting implications in the design of more-directive radiators with a small electric aperture, due to the excitation of higher-order resonant modes, as suggested in [19]. In principle, any order may be excited at resonance, even though the presence of ohmic losses and the narrow frequency bandwidth may eventually limit this possibility.
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The nano-particles considered were primarily silica (Si0 2 ) cores, coated with silver (Ag) or gold (Au). At optical frequencies, these metals act as lossy c -negative materials. By combining the silica with active materials such as rare-earth dopants, it has been demonstrated that one can compensate for the losses in both the AgSiO 2 and Au-SiO 2 coated nano-sized particles. Moreover, with sufficient dopant concentrations and cross-section values, and with modest pump powers, it was shown that electrically-small Ag-SiO 2 particles, having radii a -A/20, excited with wavelengths near 5 10 nm, exhibited lasing. Active multi-layered coated nano-sized particles are currently under investigation for a variety of opticalbased applications.
Resonant Enhancement of the Power Radiated by Electrically Small Antennas
An electrically small dipole antenna is known to have a large impedance mismatch to any realistic power source, i.e., it has a very small radiation resistance, while simultaneously having a very large capacitance reactance. It thus requires a properly designed matching network, usually consisting of a large inductance and a quarter-wavelength transformer, to achieve a high overall radiation efficiency. A different paradigm for achieving matching, i.e., enclosing an electrically small dipole antenna in an electrically small epsilon-negative (ENG) shell, has been recently demonstrated [21] [22] [23] [24] . The "negative capacitance" (which is equivalent with an inductance) of the c -negative shell compensates for the capacitive nature of the electrically small dipole antenna, functioning as a distributed matching element that forms this "geometrically" resonant system. It was shown in [22] that this source problem is dual to the scattering problem discussed in the previous section.
The problem of an infinitesimal dipole centered in the fiveregion (four-nested-spheres) geometry shown in Figure 7 has been solved [23, 23]. Realizing an Ec-negative medium with an inclusion-based metamaterial, without using an array of infinite wires at UH{F frequencies, is very challenging. However, it is straightforward (in principle) with a plasma. An c -negative shell modeled as a lossy cold plasma has the relative penmittivity
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co(c-iF)' (4) where wpis the plasma frequency and F is the collision frequency of this Drude model. A 10 rmm long electric-dipole antenna, centered in a single c -negative spherical shell, was modeled. The inner radius of the c-negative shell was 10 mm; its outer radius was 11.68 mm. The permittivity of the c -negative shell was described by the frequency-dependent Drude model with Figure 14 . A heuristic ray-theory interpretation of the enhancement that can be obtained by using a metamaterial cover slab having an index of refraction less than that of free space on both sides of the hole. the real part of the magnetic field associated with the lossless version of this electrically small resonant system is illustrated in Figure 8b. More-realistic electrically small center-fed electric dipole! Enegative spherical shell and coax-fed electric monopole/ 6 -negative hemispherical shell antenna systems have also been modeled numerically using Ansoft's High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) [23, 24] . The input resistance and reactance of these realistic antenna! c -negative shell systems were obtained from these numerical models. It has been shown in [23, 24] that these systems could be designed to have geometrical resonances for which the relative gains were analogous to the radiated power ratios obtained with the analytical models. With further tuning, it has also been shown that an "antenna" resonance -where the system has a zero input reactance and an input resistance that is matched to a specified source resistance -can also be realized to yield a very good impedance match to the source. For example, consider a fiveregion configuration in which a plasma is enclosed in a glass vessel, i e., consider a glass vessel with e, (w) = 2.25 having one wall that is 1 imm thick and an inner radius equal to 8 mm, and a second wall that is also 1 mim thick and an inner radius equal to 11.928 mm, which encloses a center-fed electric dipole the length of which is 8.2 mm, and with a radius of 0.59 mm. found. Thus, for this hypothetically lossless system, the radiated power efficiency was approximately 99.86% at 307.22 MHz and 87.62% at 300 MHz for a I Watt input power. This was despite the antenna being electrically small, i.e., with the maximum dimension of the antenna system being defined by the outer radius of the 6 -negative shell, a = 12.928 mm, and the electrical length being k 0 a =0.083. The corresponding coax-fed monopole in the corresponding glass-plasma-glass hemispherical shell system would have essentially the same behavior [23, 24] . The monopole-hemispherical glass-plasma-glass geometry may be a more straightforward approach to a proof-of-concept realization of this system.
We recall that the fundamental limits on the radiation quality factor, Q, associated with electrically small antennas have been explored by many authors. The exact form of the minimum of the Q, i.e., which we will call here the Chu limit, is known to be
(ka) 3 
ka (ka)'
where a is the radius of the radiansphcre (minimum-radius sphere) surrounding the antenna system. On the other hand, if f+,3dB and f-3dB represent the frequencies above and below the resonance frequency where the radiated power falls to half its peak value, the fractional bandwidth, FB W, is related to the radiation quality fac-30 tor, QBW, by the relation FBW=Af~dB/fodB = l/QBW_ (ka) 3 , where Af3dB = f+,3dB f-f,3dB* Consequently, as the electrical size of the dipole antenna decreases, the minimum Q value in free space increases dramatically, causing a corresponding decrease in the fractional bandwidth of the antenna. The quality factor and the fractional bandwidth are traditionally thought to approach their Chu limits only if the antenna efficiently utilizes the available volume within the radiansphere. When losses are present, the radiation efficiency, qrad , and the quality factor for the lossy and lossless cases are related by QLOssy = 7 rad QLossless, i.e., the fractional bandwidth is increased in the presence of the loss at the cost of radiated power. Thus, the lossless cases are sufficient to bound the fractional bandwidth and quality factors of the system.
For the hypothetical nondispersive, lossless center-fed dipole/(glass-c -negative plasma-glass) spherical-shell system, the input impedance of which is shown in Figure 9 , the fractional halfpower VSWR bandwidth was FB WvSWR = 13.16%, and the corre- Unfortunately, we were unable to investigate the corresponding dispersion effects with the HFSS models. The requisite very slight changes in frequency and the corresponding smaller changes in permittivity values are extremely difficult to resolve with the HESS models, even on high-performance workstations. On the other hand, they are readily included in the analytical results. As this example shows and as was established in [23], the Q results obtained with the analytical model of the ideal system were larger than those obtained from the numerical models of the more realistic system. We therefore feel that the use of the analytical models to study the effects of dispersion on the quality factors and bandwidths of these metamaterial-based antenna systems, checking with the numerical models whenever possible, is a reasonable approach.
The radiated power ratio values for the infinitesimal dipole-(single-layer c -negative) shell case associated with Figure 8 , when the dispersive nature of the E -negative medium was taken into account, are shown in Figure 10 as Figure 16a . The geometry of a capacitively loaded loop-based artificial magnetic conductor block, which will act as an inphase reflector for a low-profile dipole antenna near it. width better than the value predicted by the Chu limit in the presence of dispersion? As discussed in [241, if a dispersion-limit model that satisfies the constraint of Equation (2) is used to describe the dispersion of the c~ -negative material, the analytical model then gives 71 .33FBWch,,, which begin to approach the non-dispersive enegative medium values Thus, the introduction of dispersion-engineered gain (active) metamaterials into the electrically small resonant dipole-multilayer c -negative spherical-shell systems would allow one to realize bandwidths that would be quite interesting for a variety of applications. Consequently, by incorporating active metamaterials, there may in principle be a means of achieving not only an efficient electrically small antenna, but one with interesting bandwidth characteristics. Proof-of-concept experiments to study these metamaterial-based electrically small antenna system performance characteristics are currently in the planning stages.
Metamaterial-i nspiredlBased Electrically Small Antennas
To date, most metamaterial realizations have used unit cells with characteristic dimensions on the order of A/10. The metamnaterial-based electrically small antenna systems discussed above require metamaterials with unit cells that would need to be at least a factor of ten smaller, i.e., -2/100. While progress has recently been made in this direction [27] , it has been found that the unit cells themselves and the derivatives of them can be used as distributed matching elements to achieve efficient electrically small antennas.
As an example of such a mectamnaterial-inspired, efficient, easy-to-build electrically small antenna, the EZ antenna has been realized [28] . It employed a three-dimensional extrusion of the planar capacitively loaded loop (CLL) element used in the volumetric artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) and low-profile antenna studies in [29] . A semicircular loop antenna that was coaxially-fed through a PEC ground plane was combined with the three-dimensional extruded capacitively loaded loop element, as illustrated in Figure 11 . An electrically-small magnetic dipole (loop) antenna is known to be a very inefficient radiator. This is because it has a very small radiation resistance while simultaneously having a very small inductive reactance, and thus there is a large impedance mismatch to any realistic power source. The extruded capacitively loaded loop element provided the requisite distributed matching/radiating element. Tables 1 and 2 give the variable specifications of two different three-dimensional EZ-magnetic antenna designs at 300 MHz. Design I represented the idealized case, in which the copper metal was assumed to have a conductivity equal to 5.8xl 10 Siemens/rn. In other words, the extruded capacitively loaded loop element and the wire were modeled with idealized metal having the requisite physical dimensions, in order to explore the performance of the EZ antenna under lossless conditions for comparisons with the metamaterial-based electrically-small antenna predictions. Design 2 was the same as Design 1, except that real copper values were used. Table 3 summarizes the HFSS-predicted radiation characteristics of both of 1 520 x 520 *The copper conductivity value for this design was assumed to be 5.8x10 17 S/rn. where igrad is the radiation efficiency. The lossless-metal Design 1 produced a perfect 100% overall efficiency at 300 M!Hz with ka = 0. 11 . It represented a physical realization of the earlier theoretical predictions of a metamaterial-based electrically small antenna system with a high overall efficiency. It confirned the ability of the extruded three-dimensional capacitively loaded loop element to act as a natural electrically-small distributed matching element. With realistic metal losses, the overall efficiency of the antenna system decreased to 18.67%, a result of the large resonant fields in the presence of the lossy copper. It was found that near the electrically-small antenna limit, ka = 0.5, the overall efficiencies of the lossy-copper versions of the three-dimensional EZ-magnetic antenna were around 96%, and decreased as the value of ka decreased because the resonant field strengths increased. The complex input impedance behavior, the predicted S, I values for a 50 0 source, and the far-field radiation patterns obtained at 300 Mffz for Design 1 are shown in Figure 12 . These results showed that the matching was very good; that it occurred as an anti-resonance, as expected from the magnetic nature of this system; and that the radiation patterns corresponded to a horizontal magnetic dipole over a PEC ground place.
It has been demonstrated [28] that this three-dimensional EZmagnetic antenna is linearly scalable to a wide range of frequencies. A two-dimensional interdigitated-capacitor version (i.e., where the three-dimensional gap capacitance is replaced by the interdigitated capacitor) of this antenna, which can also attain similar high overall efficiencies for a broad range of frequencies, has also been developed [30] . The dual two-dimensional and threedimensional EZ-electric antenna has also been considered, with similar outcomes. Designs at various frequencies have been considered. Experimental verification of the predictions for various two-dimensional EZ-magnetic and EZ-electric metamaterialinspired antennas have been obtained (see, e.g., [3 1]).
Applications of ENZ and MNZ Materials
While the combination of negative and positive materials may induce quasistatic interface resonances that lead to several exciting applications, as described in the previous sections, plasmonic materials with a low relative permittivity, low relative permeability, or low (or even a zero) index of refraction may show other interesting features. As for the dispersion requirements, it should be noted that materials with c -near-zero or p -near-zero properties may have a larger bandwidth of operation when compared to negative-index materials, along with lower losses.
Transparency Using Metamaterials
Low-valued permittivities and/or permeabilities ensure a local negative electric and/or magnetic polarizability, with inter- This behavior may affect the scattering and radiating properties of objects made of such low-value materials. For example, if its polarizability is negative, the scattered field from an object the scattering cross section of which is dominated by the dipolar field will flip its phase. This implies that covering an object with a suitably designed cover may reduce the overall scattering cross section, making the covered object essentially transparent to an external observer, even in its near field [32] . This is in some manner the dual phenomenon of the resonant scattering described in the previous paragraph, even though this cancellation of the scattering relies on a different physical phenomenon. Not being a highly resonant phenomenon in this case, the sensitivity to losses and to the frequency variation is reduced and less pronounced than for the enhanced scattering of the complementary core-shell systems described above.
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As an example, Figure 13 shows the scattered and total fields from a dielectric sphere of radius A014 (on the left) and for the same sphere covered with an e -near-zero cover (on the right), projected on a square screen of dimensions 64 x 6A 0 . Similar results may be obtained for metallic objects and perfect conductors [32]. aperture in a flat opaque screen, overcoming the diffraction limit.
Transmission Enhancement through
An isolated sub-wavelength aperture generally does not provide good power transmission, which, in the quasi-static limit, is proportional to the fourth power of its electrical size. Covering the hole and the screen with properly designed materials at the entrance and exit side of the aperture, the transmission may be enhanced by several orders of magnitude. The enhancement of the transmitted power relies on the fact that the grounded E~ -near-zero and u -near-zero layers support highly directive leaky waves. As reported in [33], these leaky waves can collect the impinging power at the entrance side of the screen, then tunnel it through the tiny aperture, further help this tunneling at the exit side, and finally reshape the beam to enhance its directivity towards a preferred direction. The combination of these effects may dramatically enhance the total transmitted power. Figure 14 shows a heuristic picture of this enhancement phenomenon, explained in terms of ray theory. Due to the low refraction index inside the materials, rays are bent towards the normal at the interface between the low-positive material and free space. This enhances the power reception on the entrance side and the directivity at broadside on the exit side.
Applications to Antenna Setups
The focusing properties of materials with a low index of refraction may be applied to antenna problems to improve their performance. The concepts exploited in the previous paragraph may be directly applied to build leaky-wave antennas, as has been proposed in [34] . When combined with the phase-compensation effects exploited in the previous paragraph, this may provide a new generation of leaky-wave antennas, with low profile and high directivity. ft has been shown that single-negative grounded hi-layers with low values of their constitutive parameters may, in fact, support highly directive leaky waves in a sub-wavelength cross section. A similar effect has also been studied in cylindrical geometries, and a coaxial sub-wavelength shell of low-E -negative material has been theoretically shown to support a leaky wave that is omnidirectional in the azimuthal plane and directive in the elevation angle, and which may be suitable for some applications [35] .
The use of c -near-zero and u -near-zero metamaterials to achieve highly directional properties of the radiated fields has also been considered in the limit of a matched zero-index media [36] . By having the permittivity and permeability simultaneously both at or near zero, the medium is matched to free space. A source in such a medium will generate essentially a spatially-static field structure, which has a uniform phase value throughout the medium and, hence, at the output face. Moreover, there is no reflection loss at the interface, since the source and output media are matched. An aperture with a uniformi phase distribution will produce the highest-directivity output beam. This behavior is illustrated in Figure 15 , with snapshots in time predicted by an FDTD simulation of the electric-field intensity generated by a line source in a zeroindex slab that is backed with a perfect magnetic conductor (PMC) surface (the PMC surface does not short out the uniform electric field in the slab) [37] . The fields propagated away from the source, creating a spatially uniform field in the zero-index medium once steady state was reached. At that time, the output beam was generated from a uniform field distribution across the entire output face of the finite slab. This behavior has been demonstrated with electromagnetic bandgap (ERG) structures [38].
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Large ENG or MNG Material Responses
Another antenna application for metarnaterials that has stimulated much interest is the concept of an artificial magnetic conductor, i.e., an in-phase reflector. This can be achieved with a pnegative material with a large permeability or with an 6 -near-zero material. A wide variety of artificial-niagiietic-coiiductor (AMC) realizations has been considered, and these include mushroom surfaces [39, 40], frequency-selective surfaces (FSSs) and EBG surfaces [40, 41] , and space-filling curves [42] . All of these classes of artificial magnetic conductors include a PEC ground plane, and thus at least guarantee high reflectivity. In contrast, in [29] an artificial magnetic conductor was realized with only the capacitivelyloaded-loop (CLL) -based u -negative material shown in Figure 16a, i.e., there was no ground plane. This aspect demonstrated that the response of the p -negative material can be made large enough by itself to realize the requisite in-phase reflectivity. Moreover, the associated surface modes are dramatically different from those associated with the ground-plane varietals. These artificial magnetic conductors are highly desired for achieving low-profile antennas, i.e., an antenna as shown in Figure 16a can be placed in very close proximity to the artificial magnetic conductor without it being shorted out, as it would be in the presence of a PEC. The predicted radiation patterns for a dipole antenna near the capacitively-loaded-loop-based artificial magnetic conductor block are compared to those of a dipole radiating in free space in Figures 16b and 16c . Current investigations into these various artificial-magnetic-conductor surfaces include deereasing their thicknesses; achieving active substrates to realize multi-band and tunable artificial magnetic conductors; achieving very high front-toback ratios; and various aspects of array applications, such as beam steering and the mitigation of scan blindness.
Conclusions
Materials with anomalous values of their constitutive parameters have been shown to possess interesting potential in the design and engineering of next-generation structures for guiding, scattering, and radiating applications. Resonances arising in electrically small regions of space, where negative materials are paired with common dielectrics, present great potential for overcoming the limits generally associated with several electromagnetic problems, by providing a means to engineer the overall responses of the systems. Low-refraction materials, despite their non-resonant character, may also have a strong impact in some applications, since they combine anomalous wave interaction with relatively larger bandwidth and lower losses.
The metamaterials research area has evolved into prominence only very recently. Nonetheless, it is already having a large impact on our electromagnetics community. Metamnaterials have revitalized our interests in complex media, and in their analysis and numerical modeling. There have been large strides in our understanding of the anomalous behaviors of these materials, and in our potential utilization of their exotic properties in many electromagnetic applications, from the microwave to the optical regime. We have briefly reviewed here some of what has already been learned about several aspects of these topics; we look forward to further progress in the future.
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